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Abstract
The development of a model for the second-order bistatic HF radar cross section on an ocean surface patch remote from the transmitter and receiver is addressed. The cross section is referred to as patch scatter. The derivation starts
with the second-order normal electric field equation which is in an asymptotic
two-dimensional spatial-convolution form, and is accomplished by carrying out
the inner convolution before its gradient. The bistatic result is verified by two
means: (1) the complete form of the bistatic HF radar cross section in backscattering case is equivalent with the monostatic equation; (2) the bistatic electromagnetic coupling coefficient can be shown to reduce to the monostatic result when
backscattering is imposed. The cross section model is also depicted and discussed
based on simulation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background of Study

The ocean covers about seventy-one percent of the earth. The conditions at sea
not only affect the local and global weather, but also influence human activities
(fisheries, rescue at sea and national defense). More than one hundred coastal
nations currently have economic jurisdiction up to the 200-nautical-mile (nm)
limit under the terms of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS). Coastal nations are encouraged to monitor their adjoining maritime
zones.
The usual tools used to observe the ocean are weather maps, buoys, microwave
radars and satellites [1 ]-[3]. However, they have limited observing area or accuracy.
Weather maps can only provide qualitative analysis. Though buoys can provide
in-situ data and have relatively better accuracy, they can be easily destroyed and
can't collect sea surface information over large areas. Microwave radar is limited
to line-of-sight measurement. Even though satellites can cover large areas, their
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repeat times may be several days, and they are therefore not suited for continuous
coverage in time.
In 1955, Crombie [4] properly attributed the dominant features of high frequency (HF) Doppler spectra associated with ocean backscatter as Bragg scatter.
The development of the first HF radar cross sections of the ocean by Barrick [5],
[6]led almost immediately to the recognized potential of HF radar for the remote
sensing of sea surface parameters such as current velocity and wave and wind fields
over large maritime regions. It can also be used to detect and track surface targets
and effectively monitor surface vessels which may be involved in activities such as
drug trafficking, smuggling, piracy, illegal fishing and unlawful immigration. Data
from HF radars has been used in tracking icebergs, and for search and rescue
operations.
Land-based HF radar can provide continuous, all-weather and real-time surveillance of Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters at a fraction of the cost of traditional methods. The capacity to make such surveillance over very large regions
on reasonable temporal and spatial scales has obvious implications for a variety
of scientific, industrial and enforcement endeavours. For homeland security, the
Canadian goverment will spend 50 million dollars to install a new military radar
network on the East and West coast to track everything from terrorists trying to
slip into the country in small boats to illegal foreign fishing fleets. These radars
will also provide data which can be used to determine sea surface parameters such
as current vectors, waveheight spectra and wind direction.

2

1.2

Review of Literature

For more than two decades, many successful measurements of ocean surface parameters and moving targets by HF radars operating at 3-30 MHZ have been
reported (see, for example, [7]-[49]). HF radars work in sky-wave or ground-wave
mode. Sky-wave radars, whose radio wave travels upward from the antenna and
may be reflected to earth by the ionosphere, can be used to make large spatial
scale measurements (e.g., [7]-[14], [20]-[25]). Ground-wave radars, whose signal
follows the curvature of the earth for some distance, are still an important area of
research (see, for example, [19], [26]-[38], [40]-[43], [45]-[48]).
Most of the initial work was carried out based on Barrick's HF radar cross
sections of the ocean surface [5], [6]. However, Barrick's formulations are focused
primarily on the case of co-location of transmitter and receiver - i.e. monostatic
(or backscatter) operation. Figure 1.1 shows the monostatic geometry. In general, wind and wave directions remotely sensed with a single monostatic radar
involve an ambiguity [8], [29], [39], [41]. This arises because waves coming from
left and right at the same angle relative to the radar beam will produce the same
Doppler spectrum. In order to remove the ambiguity, additional constraints (e.g.,
the fact that winds blow anti-clockwise around a low-pressure center in the North
Hemisphere) or a second monostatic radar must be used [29], [47]. It is difficult
to apply meteorological knowledge to resolve the wind directional ambiguity for
ground-wave radars [29]. In using two radars (dual-station), site selection and
availability, the added costs of an extra station, and the difficulty of optimal antenna deployment for maximum side-lobe reduction are usually limitations which
must be addressed. Recently, some researchers (e.g., [39], [41], [47]) have presented
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y

First scattering point
(x1,y1)
p12

(~,y2)

Second scattering point

T

(0,0)

X

R

Source point (Observation point)
Figure 1.1: Monostatic scatter geometry

excellent work on factors to be considered in developing improved algorithms for
the extraction of unambiguous wind direction from HF and VHF Doppler spectra
under monostatic operation. However, problems still exist. in finding wave direction using a single monostatic radar. Thus, more and more attention [50]-[57]
is being paid to bistatic radars for which the transmitter and receiver are not
co-located (as shown in Figure 1.2). From this perspective, the analysis of the
bistatic radar cross sections is of much importance.
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First scattering point
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Second)scattering point
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Observation point
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(0,0)

Source point
Figure 1.2: Bistatic scatter geometry

In order to derive the bistatic HF radar cross section of the ocean surface,
the problem of the scattering of electromagnetic (e-m) wave energy from rough
surfaces must be considered.
In 1896, Lord Rayleigh [58] applied the perturbation method to the scattering of acoustical signals from rough surfaces, and in 1951 Rice [59] applied it in
analogous electromagnetic problems. This approach was later used by Wait [60]
and Barrick [61], [62] in addressing a variety of e-m scattering problems. Thirty
5

years ago, Barrick [5], [6] deduced the first-order and second-order monostatic HF
radar cross sections for the ocean surface scattering. The basic requirements in
the application of the perturbation method are that the surface profile variations
be small compared to the radio wavelength· and the surface slopes be much smaller
than unity.
In 1980, Walsh [63] proposed an alternate technique (generalized function approach) for the study of rough surface propagation and scatter. Because of its
relevance to this thesis, the results of Walsh's work are considered in some detail
here. Walsh's method is based on a decomposition of surface characteristics and
e-m field components in terms of the Heaviside function to specify the various regions of the total scattering space. As noted in [64], [65] his technique contains a
minimum of sophisticated analysis and has the following properties: (1) The analysis proceeds directly from Maxwell's equations; (2) the source field is arbitrary;
(3) the boundary conditions are generated naturally from the initial formulation
of the problem. The method has been successfully used to study the problem of
propagation and scattering for mixed paths with discontinuities [66] and periodic
surfaces [67]. In 1987, Walsh and Donnelly [68] developed new, general expressions
for the normal and tangential electric field for a surface with arbitrary profile. By
imposing conditions of a good conducting surface and small surface height variations compared to the radio wavelength, a general series solution of the normal
electric field component up to third-order was derived for the scattering surface
representable as a Fourier series with a vertical dipole radiation source [69]. Srivastava [70] produced the first HF monostatic cross section of the ocean using
Walsh's theory.
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The first-order bistatically-observed normal electric field is given in [69] as
e-jkp xy

(Eitt)I ~ -JkCo [ p · \lxy(~)F(p) 21rp
A

o

* F(p)

e-jkpl

21rp

(1.1)

where 0 0 is a source-dependent constant in the temporal Fourier transform
domain, k is the wave number of the transmitted signal,

~ (x,

y) describes a

two-dimensional rough surface, F(p) is the Sommerfeld attenuation function,
p =

-Jx2 + y2,

and x.J represents a two-dimensional spatial convolution symbol.

The first-order field is associated with a single electromagnetic scatter from the
surface. In the development of the first-order radar cross section model, a "narrow
beam" receive system is assumed. The basic scattering analysis is not restricted
to the type of modulation, but the radar cross section derivation here assumes a
pulse dipole source. The radar cross section of the ocean is derived in the "ensemble average" sense by considering that the ocean surface variations may be
modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process. The ocean surface was assumed to be
slightly rough and good conducting. With reference to Figure 1.3, the first-order
HF bistatic Doppler radar cross section per unit area was derived as [50]:

-

247rK3/::,.p8

L

S(mK)

K 5/2

m=±l

·Sa2 [t::,.Ps
2

A..

cos'f'o

.,;9

( ---2Ko
K
)]
cos¢o

The various quantities associated with (1.2) are given below:

= Doppler frequency
Ko = radio wave wavenumber

wd

/::,.p 8

=range resolution or patch width
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(1.2)

y

First scattering point
(x1,y1)
P2
Observation point
(x,y)

R

T

X

(0,0)

Source point
Figure 1.3: First-order bistatic scatter geometry

S (K) = directional (two-dimension) ocean waveheight spectrum
K(= w~fg) =the ocean wavenumber, and g is gravitational acceleration
Sa
(x
) _=sinx
-x
¢0 = half angle between transmitter and receiver as seen from scattering patchi.e. the bistatic angle
Obviously, the first-order cross section depends on the patch width, and it establishes a rapid oscillating first-order continuum in addition to the sharp primary
8

Bragg peaks because of the Sa 2 () factor. Furthermore, the first-order bistatic HF
radar cross section of the ocean surface was shown to reduce to Barrick's result
when the patch width D..p8 becomes unbounded [50], [51]. In that case, the sampling squared function is replaced by a delta function.
The second-order normal electric field has the form [69]

(1.3)
The meaning of each term in (1.3) will be discussed in detail in the following
chapter. Here, interest is paid only to its form. It is an asymptotic two-dimensional
spatial-convolution equation. This expression has been used to develop the secondorder bistatic HF radar cross section of the ocean surface [53]-[55]. When deriving
the second-order cross section from (1.3), Gill [53] used the identity

V' xy(A

xy

* B)

-

A

xy

* V' xy(B)
(1.4)

and carried out the inner convolution after its gradient. He found that the secondorder scatter field consists of three significant terms: (1) two scatters occur on
a patch of surface remote from both the transmitter and receiver (that patch
being the same as for the single, first-order scatter); (2) a single scatter near the
transmitter followed by another on the remote patch before reception; and (3) a
first scatter on the remote patch followed by another at the receiver immediately
9

prior to reception. These cross sections provide the necessary models for the future
bistatic operation of HF radars in a coastal setting.

1.3

Scope of Thesis

While Gill's approach [53] led to a more general result than previous work, it
precluded the possibility of comparing the newly-derived bistatic patch-scatter
cross sections with the monostatic counterpart already developed using the same
theory [69]. This fact rested entirely on the order in which the gradient and
convolution referred to above were carried out. In this thesis, the question, "If
the identity of (1.4) is not deployed in (1.3), what will the result be?", is posed.
Prompted by this question and based on the normal component of the surface wave
field for a vertical dipole source developed by Walsh et al. [69], the second-order
bistatic HF radar cross section of the ocean surface is established by carrying out
the inner convolution before its gradient in equation (1.3). In the development of
the radar cross section model, a "narrow beam" receive system and deep water
are assumed. The result allows direct comparison with existing monostatic models
when the relevant geometry is introduced.
In Chapter 2, the normal component of the surface wave field equation for
the second-order scatter from a time-invariant surface representable by a Fourier
series is examined. With small surface slope, small height and a vertical dipole
source, a solution for the field equation is approximated via the stationary phase
method.
The second-order bistatic HF radar cross section of the ocean surface patch
scatter is developed in Chapter 3. The result is shown to contain the classical
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monostatic radar cross section. This is verified from both the structure of the
bistatic equation form and the particular electromagnetic coupling coefficient for
the monostatic case.
In Chapter 4, the bistatic radar cross sections for patch scatter are simulated
using the Pierson-Moskowitz model with a cardioid directional distribution for the
directional ocean wave height spectrum of a wind-driven sea. Their properties and
dependence on ocean conditions are compared and discussed.
Finally, Chapter 5 offers some concluding remarks and lists some related future
work.
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Chapter 2
The Second-order Bistatic
Electric Field Solution for "Patch
Scatter" from a Time-invariant
Surface
The second-order field consists of a double electromagnetic scatter from first-order
surface waves [50], [51]. As shown in Figure 2.1, the radiation from the radar
transmitter position T(O, 0) scatters in all directions from a general point (xb y 1).
Some of the energy scatters again at point (x 2 , y 2 ), and a portion of this is received
at R(x, y). The expression for the second-order field, (E{k)2, derived by Walsh
and Gill [64] is

12

y

First scattering point
(x1,y1)
p12

Se9ond )scattering point
t~,y2

Observation point
(x,y)

---R

T~~-L--~----------------~

(0,0)

X

Source point
Figure 2.1: Second-order bistatic scatter geometry

(2.1)

where V' xy is the planar gradient. The surface ~(x, y) or ~(p, 0) from which the radiation is scattered can be represented by a two-dimensional Fourier series. The F()
is the usual Sommerfeld attenuation function. The field scattering from (xb y1)
and reaching (x 2 , y 2 ) is represented by the inner convolution of equation (2.1).
The dot product of the gradient (V' xy) of this convolution with the surface gradient (V' xy ( ~)) represents the scatter from (x 2 , y 2 ). The final convolution gives the
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received field at R(x, y). Therefore, equation (2.1) includes two scatters from any
and all points on the surface.

2.1

Stationary Phase Integration of the Inner
Convolution

Now, consider the inner convolution in equation (2.1) with Figure 2.1 and let

(2.2)
The surface where the first scatter happens can be represented as Fouier series

e(x,y)

-

L PmnejN(mx+ny)
mn

-

L PmneiP.Kmn
mn
L PmneiPKmnCos(Omn-0)

(2.3)

mn

where
•
twn

(}

Kmn = (Kmn, Bmn)
D

•

mn, rmn IS

is the surface wave vector of magnitude

D
•
t he rouner
coeffi.
c1ent.

p. V' xy(e) =

j

u.smg

A8
v xy = p 8 p

l"7

+ (}A1p88(}

Kmn

.
gives

L PmnKmn cos(Bmn- B)eiPKmncos(Omn-0)
mn

Inserting (2.4) into (2.2) gives
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and direc-

(2.4)

·eiPI[Kmncos(Omn-fh)-k)-jkp12

F(p1)F(p12) dx 1dy 1
P1P12

(2.5)

The method of two-dimensional stationary phase [71] may be applied to (2.5).
However, the term p1p12 will violate the required assumption of "slowly varying"
with respect to the exponential. In order to alleviate this problem, a transformation of coordinates may be effected as follows:
(1) rotation of the axes by B2, i.e.,

I

x1 -

x 1 cos

()

2 -

I

•

y1sm

()

2

(2.6)
(2) shift of the origin in the (x~, y~) plane to a position halfway along p2 ,
II

xl

I

-

P2
2

xl--

II

I

Y! -

Y!

(2.7)

then

x1

-

Yl -

x;

+ ~) cos ()2 - y~ sin B2

( x;

+ ~2 ) sin B2 + y~ cos B2

(

(2.8)

(3) conversion to elliptic coordinates (f-1, 8),
II

xl II

Y1

-

P2

2

cosh f.1 cos 8

~2 sinh 11 sin 8
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(2.9)

According to the complete transformation,

x1

-

~2 [(1 +cosh J.L cos <5) cos 02 -sinh J.L sin t5 sin 02]

y1

-

~2 [( 1 + cosh J.L cos <5) sin 02 + sinh J.L sin t5 cos 02 ]

(2.10)

It is easy to determine that

P1 -

P12 -

Jx~ +Yr
~ (cosh J.L + cos <5),

(2.11)

)(x2- x1) 2 + (Y2- YI) 2

~ (cosh J.L - cos <5),

(2.12)

and

01

-

tan- 1

-

tan

(~:)

_1 [

(1 +cosh J.L cos <5) sin 82 +sinh J.L sin t5 cos 02 ]
.
.
.
(1 + cosh J.L cos <5) cos 02 - smh J.L sm t5 sm 02

(2.13)

By using these transformations, equation (2.5) may be written as

J1

-

( 2~) 2 ~ PmnKmn
· fo1r

l:

cos(Omn- Ol)F(pt)F(PI2)

.ef(P2/2)Kmn[(l+cosh JLCOS 5) cos(Omn -02)+sinhJL sin5 sin(Omn -02)]-2k coshJL

·dj.Ldt5

(2.14)
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In order to determine the stationary points of (2.14) (see equation (A.2)), the
function appearing in the exponent, given as

¢(p,,8) -

Kmn[(1+coshp,cos8)cos(8mn-B2)
+sinhp,sin8sin(8mn- 82)]- 2kcoshp,,

(2.15)

must be examined.
The condition for a two-dimensional stationary point requires

+coshp,sin8sin(8mn- 82)]- 2ksinhp, = 0

8¢

88

-

Kmn[- coshp,sin8 cos(8mn- 82)
+sinhp,cos8sin(8mn- 82)] = 0

(2.16)

The interesting stationary points are given by

sinhp, = 0, sin8 = 0

(2.17)

,_, = 0,8 = 0,±7r

(2.18)

or

In particular, the point (p,, 8) = (0, 0) satisfies

P12 =

~ (cosh J-L - cos 8) =

PI=

p; (coshp, + cos8) = P2
17

0

(2.19)

y

Double scattering point
(x1 ,y1 )=(x2,y2)

Observation point
(x,y)

-----R

T

X

(0,0)

Source point
Figure 2.2: Geometry of the bistatic patch scatter

This indicates a double scatter at (x1, YI) (i.e., (x2, Y2)

= (x1, YI)) and fh = B2 (as

shown in Figure 2.2). This has been called "patch scatter" when this analysis is
applied to a pulse radar. It happens over a finite illuminated area and is of much
interest. Thus, the effect of the finite patch scattering may not be negligible. Other
investigators [70], [53] have shown that the patch-scatter phenomenon dominates
other effects almost everywhere in the Doppler spectrum. For this reason, only
the patch scatter condition, i.e. the (0,0) stationary point, is addressed in this
work.
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According to the stationary theory, the determinant of the matrix,

(2.20)

is required at the stationary point (0,0). It is easy to deduce

¢,.,o(O, 0)

_

( Kmn CO.s(Omn- 82)- 2k Kmn sin(Omn- 82)
Kmn sm(Omn- 82)

-

)

-Kmn cos(Omn- 82)

2kKmn cos(Omn- 82)- K'!n

(2.21)

In addition

(2.22)

is required. Meanwhile,

Sig(¢,.,o(O, 0))

(2.23)

= -2

where Sig() =(number of positive eigenvalues)-(number of negative eigenvalues).
By using the results of (2.21)-(2.23) and stationary phase theory (Appendix
A), equation (2.14) may be evaluated asymptotically (i.e. for large p2 Kmn), with
the first and second scattering points at one patch satisfying

81

= 02 , F(p12 ) =

F(O) = 1, to give

(2.24)
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Recalling the definition of h in equation (2.2) and using (2.24), equation (2.1)
becomes

(Eith ~

-jkCo { V xy(e) · V xy [jF(p) e;;;

.:2: p mn £! pKmn cos(8mn -8)
mn
Kmn cos( Bmn - B)

.VK'!nn -

2kKmn cos( Bmn - B)

x: F(p) e-ikp}

(2.25)

27rp

2.2

]

Solving the Outer Convolution

The geometry described by (2.25) is given in Figure 2.2 which is similar to Figure 2.1. The surface at the second scattering point may be written similarly as
equation (2.3) in the form

e(x, y) _

:2: PpqeiP.Kpq

pq
L PpqejpKpqcos(8pq-8)
pq

(2.26)

Again using the polar representation of V xy and dropping terms with order of
1/p which are greater or equal to 2, the inner gradient of equation (2.25) may be
approximated as
-jkp

Vxy [jF(p):__
. LPmneiPKmnCos(8mn-8)
2
1rp

mn

Kmn cos( Bmn - B)

.VK'!nn -

2kKmn cos( Bmn - B)
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]

-jkp

~ jF(p)-e_ LPmntJPKmncos(Omn-0)
27rp mn
Kmn cos( Omn - 0)

VK'/nn -

2kKmn cos( Omn - 0)

·j { [Kmn cos( Omn - 0) - k]

p+

Kmn sin( Omn -

0)0}

(2.27)

By using this result, (2.25) becomes

~

jkCo { [F(p) e2-jkp L Pmn
1rp mn
Kmn cos( Omn - 0)
JK'/nn- 2kKmn cos(Omn- 0)
·Y'xy(e) · {[Kmn cos(Omn- 0)- k] p
+Kmn sin(Omn- 0)0}
.tJPKmnCos(Omn-0)} x,: F(p)-e-jkp}
_
27rp

(2.28)

Also, from (2.26)
\7 xy (e) ~ j L PpqKpq [cos( Opq - 0) p + sin(Opq - 0)0]
pq
.tJPKpq cos(Opq-0)

and

V' xy(e) · {[Kmn cos(Omn- 0)- k] p+ Kmn sin(Omn- 0)0}
-

j L PpqKpq {Kmn [cos(Omn- 0) cos(Opq- 0)
pq
+sin( Omn - 0) sin( Opq - 0)] - k cos( Opq - 0)} . efPKpq cos(Opq-O)

-

j L Ppq [KpqKmn cos(Omn- Opq)- kKpq cos(Opq- 0)]
pq
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(2.29)

-

j

L (Kpq. Kmn- kp. Kpq] ejpKpqcos(Opq-0)
pq

(2.30)

If this last expression is used in (2.28), it results

(E(k)2
(2.31)

Referring to Figure 2.2, equation (2.31) may be written in integral form as

(E(k)2

(2.32)

Equation (2.32) may now be treated via a second stationary phase process
[71]. As before, the stationary phase integration is accomplished via an elliptic
coordinate (p,, 8) transformation similar to that described in Section 2.1. That is

(1) rotation of the axes by(), i.e.,

,
()
x I2 cos () - y 2I sm

x 2 sm () + y 2 cos ()
I

Y2

-

,
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I

(2.33)

(2) shift of the origin in the (x;, y;) plane to a position halfway along p,
II

x2 -

I

2

II

Y2 -

p
2

X-I

Y2

(2.34)

then

x
2

x; + ~) cos () - y; sin ()
( x; + ~) sin () + y; cos ()

-

(

Y2 -

(2.35)

(3) conversion to elliptic coordinates,
II

~ cosh p, cos 8

II

. h p,sm
. 8
'p2 sm

x2 Y2 -

(2.36)

This results in

-

~ [( 1 + cosh p, cos 8) cos () - sinh p, sin 8 sin 0]

Y2 -

~[(1 +cosh p, cos 8) sin()+ sinh p, sin 8 cos 0]

x2

P2
P2o -

(2.37)

~(coshp, + cos8)
~(coshp,- cos8)
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(2.38)

_

-

_1 [

tan

Bl

(1 +cosh p, cos 8) sin B +sinh p, sin 8 cos
(1 + cosh p, cos 8) cos B - sinh p, sin 8 sin B

(2.39)

By using the above transformation, equation (2.32) becomes

(E~)2

(2.40)

whence we write for the 8 integral

(2.41)

It can be readily shown that using stationary phase integration in (2.41) yields

D ~ . ~CKmn · P2)[Kpq · (Kmn- k,02)] F( )F( )
u
v .L.1f
. I ....
....
P2
P2o
y Kmn · (Kmn- 2kp2)

.eJ P~rs [coshttcos 8 cos(Or

8

-8)+sinhttsin8 sin(Brs-8))
1

.(

1

j P~rs [cosh p, cos 8 cos( Brs - B) + sinh p, sin 8 sin( Brs - B)]

)

2

(2.42)

where a stationary phase condition on 8 is given by

tanh 8 = tanh p, tan (Brs - B)
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(2.43)

Gill and Walsh [54], [55] have shown that at the stationary scatter point the
surface wave vector Krs is normal to the scattering ellipse (see Figure 2.3), and
the angle between the transmitter and receiver as viewed from the scatter point is
bisected by the ellipse normal at that point. Each portion of this bisection is seen
in Figure 2.3 as bistatic angle¢. Based on these results, equation (2.42) becomes
1
) F(p2)F(p2o)
18 ~ .,f2;(Kmn · .02)[Kpq · (i(mn- kp2)] (
Kmn · (Kmn - 2kp2)
±v'cos ¢ v'KrsPs21

V

·e±iPs21Krs cos cp e=f1r/4

(2.44)

where

Ps21 -

P2+P2o =-cos
P h 1-£
2
2

(2.45)

Inserting (2.44)-(2.45) into (2.40), and rewrite this 1-£ integral in terms of p 82 ~,
equation (2.40) becomes

This is the Fourier transformation result of the second-order normal electric field
scattered from a time-invariant surface.
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y

p
T--~------~~--------~~--+-~

(0,0)

X

Source point

Figure 2.3: Depiction of the geometry associated with the second-order stationary
phase condition. R and T are receiver and transmitter, respectively.
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2.3

Application to Pulse Radar

Inverse Fourier transformation of equation (2.46) with respect to timet gives

mn pq
•

8(t- 2Ps21) (Kmn. P2)[Kpq. (Kmn- Ko,02)]
1
}~
c
JRmn · (Kmn- 2Ko,02)
±v'KrsCOScp
{ 00

l

. F(p2, wo)F(P2o, wo) . e±iPs21Krs cos¢>eT1r/4dp
821
Ps21 [P~21 - ( ~) 2 ]

J

where

* denotes time

(2.47)

convolution, and w0 is the central angular frequency of a

pulsed sinusoid. The 8() is the Dirac delta function and it has been assumed that

(2.48)

where the attenuation functions, F, are a function of frequency w. In the HF band,
for any desirable pulse length of current, the variation of F corresponding to the
variation in w is small [53]. Thus, the inverse Fourier transform approximation in
(2.48) is valid.
In general, the bistatic scatter analysis is not restricted to a particular type of
source radiation, but here a dipole source is assumed. It is a well-known result
that for the dipole source of length D.£
fJoD..l 2
kC0 = -J-.-2-w I(w)
c

(2.49)

where the source current I(w) has a radian frequency w. The constants c and
27

rJo are the free space values of the speed of light and the intrinsic impedence,

respectively. Therefore,

:F:- 1 (kC )
o

t

= · rJof).f. ~ [ "(t)]
J c2 f)t2 '/,

(2.50)

where i(t) is the dipole current in the time domain. As explained below, equation
(2.50) is useful in modeling a wide range of transmitted signals, e.g., Frequency
Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), pulsed sinusoids and so on. In particular,
for a pulse radar system, the antenna current may be modeled as,

i(t)

=

Ioejwot[h(t) - h(t- To)]

(2.51)

where h() is the Heaviside function and To is the pulse duration. Although this
current is complex it may be realized physically by "in phase" and "quadrature"
components. Also, real trigonometric sines and cosines are given by linear combinations of (2.51). Since the response equations are linear, superposition applies
and thus any signal form may be generated.
From equation (2.51) it may be easily deduced that
f)2

8t2 [i(t)]

.

=

-wo 2 Ioe1wot[h(t) - h(t- To)]

(2.52)

where the leading and trailing edge impulse terms have been ignored for practical
sampling purposes. Therefore, for the pulse system, (2.50) becomes

(2.53)
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where Ko = wo/c.
Now,

,t 8(t-

eiwot[h(t) - h(t- To)]
-

eiwo(t- 2p~21) [h( t - 2p~21)

2 P~ 21 )

h( t - 2p~21

-

-

To)]

(2.54)

Thus, (2.47) becomes

~ ~ P. P. . eifKrseiwot
(E{in)2(t) ~ }'f/otl.floK5
~ mn pq
(211")3/2 ~
mn pq

A!f

(i{mn · P2)[Kpq · CKmn- Ko,02)]
1
c(t~To)
Kmn . (Kmn - 2Ko.02)
±JKrs cos¢

J

F(p2, wo)F(P2o, Wo) . eiPs21(±KrsCOScp-2Ko)ej=f1r/4dps21
Ps2I[P~21- (~) 2 ]

V

(2.55)

Defining
f!
2

Pos21 -

+ c(t-ro)
2
2

-

-

c(t- To/2)
_;_:__...:.._

___:___

2

CTo

f1Ps21 -

(2.56)

2

gives

Pos21- f1Ps2I/2 Pos21

+ f1Ps2I/2

so that (2.55) may be written as,

(E(in)2(t)
29

-

c(t- To)
2
d
2

(2.57)

As for the elliptical analysis in [50], the phase term in (2.58) maybe written as

Ps21(±Krs cos¢- 2Ko)
-

Pos21(±KrsCOScpo- 2Ko)

+ (±c!r$

0 -

2Ko) P:21

(2.59)

where p: 21 = Ps21 - Pos21 and

cos¢o =

where

()N

p/2
1- ( -)

2

. 2 ()
Sill N

Pos21

(2.60)

is the scatter ellipse normal direction.

Equation (2.59) is valid only for Pos2l > > p:21 . By using (2.59) in (2.58) and
invoking a "slowly varying" assumption on all but the exponential term there
results,

(Erin)2(t)

(2.61)
. centered between c(t- To )/ 2 and ct / 2. The fact that
where Po2 +2 Po2o = Pos21 IS
p2, p 20 , and ¢vary only slightly over the "patch" has been indicated by writing

their representative values as p02 , p020 , and ¢ 0 , respectively.
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Using (2.56),

(2.62)

Inserting (2.62) into (2.61) gives

(Eifn)2(t)

(2.63)

Now, setting the electromagnetic coupling coefficient

rEP
(2.64)

gives

" " P. P. . ,J~·Krs,JKo.6.Ps21eTj7r/4
(Eifn)2(t) ~ -jryofl.eJoK~
L... L... mn pq
(27r)3/2
mn pq

.rEP(±VKrs cos <Po)
. F(Po2, wo)F(Po2o, wo) e±iPs021KrsCOScpo
(2.65)
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Using

j-nn efxtdx
2sin(Ot)

t
_

20 sin(Ot)

nt

-

20Sa(Ot)

(2.66)

in evaluating the integral in (2.63), the time-dependent E-field becomes

(Eitt)2(t)

(2.67)

It should be noted that the second Sa(·) resulting from

(2.68)

may be discarded as small, so the second-order E-field for patch scatter is

(Eitt)2(t)

(2.69)

At this stage of the analysis, the time-dependant second-order normal E-field
32

for patch scatter from time-invariant surface has been derived.
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Chapter 3
The Second-order Bistatic HF
Radar Cross Section for "Patch
Scatter" from the Ocean Surface
In the previous chapter, a general solution, in the context of bistatic HF radar,
for electromagnetic time-invariant rough surface scatter has been presented. In
this chapter, the results will be applied to develop a model for an ocean surface
cross section. Unlike the time-invariant surface, the ocean surface is random and
nonlinear. The randomness may be introduced into the model by treating the
Fourier coefficients in the series representing the surface as random variables.

3.1

Ocean Surface Specifications

The time-varying nature of the ocean surface may be included in equations (2.3)
and (2.26) by treating sea surfaces as three-dimensional periodic surfaces in both
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space (X' y) and time (t). Then the ocean surface

""'PL...J

e(x, y, t)

K,w

emay be represented as

e)P·K+jwt

(3.1)

K,w

The coefficients

Pmn

in (2.3) and

Ppq

in (2.26) are replaced by

(3.2)
respectively. The corresponding expression of (2.69) is then given by

(Efin)2(t)

/K

·r EPV

F(Po2, wo)F(Po2o, wo)
Pos2dP~s21 - (~) 2 ]

A-

rsCOS~o--~==========~

V

.e)Pos21Krs cos c/Jo Sa

[f:::.Ps21 ( Krs _
2
cos¢o

2Ko)]

(3.3)

Equation (3.3) is the field resulting from double scattering from two distinct firstorder waves. It should be noted that the second-order field also arises from hydrodynamic coupling of first-order surface waves, and it has been given by Gill [53]
as

(Efin)2(t)

.r HVKrs cos cPo _F-7(P=0=2='W=o=':=)F===(P=0=20='=W=-o)

VPos2dP~s21 -
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(~) 2 ]

.tJPos 21 Kr 8 coscp0 Sa

where

rH

[f:l.Ps21 ( Krs _ 2Ko)]
cos¢o
2

(3.4)

is the hydrodynamic coupling coefficient. Comparing the second-order

field arising because of the hydrodynamic coupling of first-order surface waves
with (3.3), it is clear that the two second-order terms may be combined as

(E~)2(t)

r

. p

/K
"' F(Po2, wo)F(Po2o, wo)
V rs COS lf/0 ~P====::=:=====.==jPos21 [P~s21 - ( ~) 2 ]

V

·eiPos21KrscoscfooSa

[f:l.Ps21 ( Krs _ 2Ko)]
cos¢o
2

(3.5)

where the whole coupling coefficient r p includes the second-order electromagnetic
f

EP

and hydrodynamic f

H

effects, thus

fp =

fEP+fH

(3.6)

The hydrodynamic coupling coefficient on identifying K as Krs is given, for example, by Walsh et al. [69] for deep water as

(3.7)
where w1 , w2 are angular frequencies of the first- and second ocean waves.
As the ocean surface can be assumed statistically stationary within a time
frame of several minutes, it follows that the electric field E(t) will be stationary
as well. An auto-correlation function, with respect to t, for the electric field at the
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receiving antenna may be defined as,

R(T)

where

* represents the

=

2.A,. < E(t + T), E*(t) >

(3.8)

'TJo

complex conjugation, and < > denotes the statistical or

ensemble average. The effective free space area Ar, as may be found in any antenna
text, is given by

(3.9)
where ..\0 is the free space wavelength and Gr is the free space gain of the receiving
antenna.
With the assumptions of statistical stationarity for the surface and the statistical independence of the Fourier coefficients, we may define the power spectrum
of the ocean surface due to first-order waves as [72]
_.

_,

I

if K=K' W=W

'

(3.10)

otherwise
where N is the fundamental wavenumber and W the fundamental frequency of
the surface. The function S ( K, w) is a three-dimensional power density spectrum
of the ocean surface for linear or "first-order" ocean waves. It has been shown by
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Gill [53] that

0
(otherwise)
(3.11)
If (3.5) and (3.11) are applied to (3.8), the auto-correlation function for the electric

field becomes

Ar '1731~£Iol 2 K6(~Ps21) 2
2r}o
(21r") 3
·2NfWI L S(Kb w1)eiw 1r NiW2 L S(K2, w2)eiw2 r
'

IF(Po2, wo)F(Po2o, wo)l 2
lr p 2KTS COS "'
'f'0
[ 2
(2.) ]
Pos21 Pos21 - 2 2
1

·Sa2

[~Ps21 (~
2

cos¢o

_2Ko)]

(3.12)

The three-dimensional spectrum can be further reduced as [73]
....

S(K,w)

=

1

2

....

L

c-;:;

S(K)8(w+mygK)

(3.13)

m=±l

Here S (K) is a two-dimensional wave height spectrum. If we let the surface
wavenumber N and the fundamental frequency W become very small and identify

(3.14)
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equation (3.12) may be written as

where the 8 function in (3.13) has been used to evaluate thew integral. Here, it
is understood that

(3.16)

where m1, m2 = ±1 are indicators for Doppler frequency region for second-order
cross section.

3.2

Derivation of the Second-order Bistatic HF
Radar Cross Section for "Patch Scatter"

Noting that the integration variable d2 K of equation (3.15) may be written in
polar coordinates as
2 .....

d K = KdKdOg

(3.17)

and that the Fourier transform has the property

(3.18)
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Fourier transform of (3.15) may now be taken to produce an average power spectrum of the ocean scatter signal P2p(wd) from the patch. With (3.17)-(3.18) being
applied to (3.15),

(3.19)

where wd is Doppler frequency, and P2p(wd) can also be referred as the radar
Doppler spectrum.
Similar to the analysis in references (54] and (55], an expression for an elementary patch area dA of the scatter surface (see Figure 3.1) in terms of the bistatic
scatter geometry may be approximated as

(3.20)

Here

()N

is equal to the direction OK-;.s· Referring to (3.19) and (3.20), it is noted

that
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R

T

Figure 3.1: An expanded view showing an elemental scattering region. In the text
the variables Po2, Po2o, and ¢o are used as representative values of p2, P2o, and¢,
respectively.
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(3.21)

in which the conversion of the K 2 integration to an integral over Krs is accomplished via the stipulation that K2 = Krs- Kt.
The bistatic radar range equation modified from the standard radar range
equation (Appendix B) is

(3.22)

where a2p(wd) is the average radar cross section of the patch surface normalized
to the area of the scattering patch. Pt and Gt are the transmitted power and free
space gain of the transmitting antenna, respectively. For a vertical dipole source,
rJol~fii~K~
81!"

PtGt Gr

41!"Ar

-

(3.23)

-\5

Then, comparing (3.21) and (3.22), it is easy to see that the second-order bistatic
"patch scatter" cross section must be given by

a2p(wd) -

2 3 7rK~~Ps21

L

L 1oo 11[" 1oo S(mtKt)S(m2K2)

ffil =±1 ffi2=±1

·lfpi 2K;8cos¢o · Sa2

[
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-oo

-7r

-oo

~~821 (c~r¢0 - 2Ko)] K1

(3.24)

It is readily checked that (3.24) has the same form as the result derived by Gill
[54], [55] except that the electromagnetic coupling coefficient as given explicitly in
equation (2.64) is different. For comparison, Gill's result [53], [54] is

(3.25)

As explained in Sections 1.3 and 2.1, this difference comes from the different order
of carrying out the analysis associated with equation (2.1).

3.3

Verifications

In order to verify the important result in equation (3.24), two properties are considered: (1) the complete form of the bistatic HF radar patch-scatter cross section
is shown to reduce to the proper monostatic models [69] when the appropriate geometry for backscatter is introduced; (2) the electromagnetic coupling coefficient
for the bistatic case is seen to incorporate its monostatic counterpart as given in

[69].

3.3.1

The Complete Equation Form

If, as in [74], the relationship

lim MSa 2 (Mx) = ?Tb'(x)

M-+oo
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(3.26)

is applied to (3.24), then
~ps2l Sa2

-

[.6.Ps21
2

2 COS '1-'0
A. D.ps 21 Sa 2
2 cos ¢ 0

(...!Su_
_ 2!(,0)]
cos¢o

[ D.p821
2 cos ¢ 0

(Kr s - 2!(,0 COS '1-'0
A. )]

(3.27)

27r cos ¢o8 (Krs - 2Ko cos ¢o)

where

~Ps2l

---too is assumed. Further, inserting this into (3.24) and considering

the property of the Dirac delta function gives

a2p(wd) -

26 7r2K6 cos4 <Po

L L 11r 1

00

m1 =±1 m2=±l

-1r

S(m1K1)S(m2K2)

-oo

·lfpl 2 K18(wd + m1 {i'i(; + m2/'ii(;)dK1d()g1

(3.28)

For backscattering, ¢0 = 0 and (3.28) simplifies to

a2p(wd) -

26 7r2K6

L L 11r 1

00

m1=±l m2=±l

-1r

S(m1K1)S(m2K2)

-oo

·lfpl 2 K18(wd + m1 {i'i(; + m2{9i(;)dK1d()g1

(3.29)

Here, (3.29) is similar in form to Barrick's second-order cross section which is
based on perturbation theory [6], and it is exactly the same as that of Walsh et

al. [69] whose model has been used extensively in HF radar applications on the
Eastern Canada Coast (e.g., [33]-[36], [38]).

3.3.2

The Electromagnetic Coupling Coefficient

While the deep-water hydrodynamic coupling coefficient appears in all similar
analyses (see, for example, [75]), the electromagnetic factor differs. As a result of
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the analysis in the previous sections, the electromagnetic coupling coefficient for
bistatic scatter in equations (3.24) and (3.28) is given in (2.64) as

(3.30)

Here Krs = 2K0 cos ¢ 0 as dictated by the delta function in (3.27).
The corresponding symmetricized monostatic result given by Walsh et al. [69]
is
f

-jiKl X.K2j 2

EP = --'----;====='=

VK1· .K2
2K0 , and K1 , K2 are equal to Kmn and Kpq, respectively.

(3.31)

2K2

where K =

Equations

(3.30) and (3.31) appear to be different from each other, but in fact they can be

proven equivalent.
It is easy to see from the patch scatter geometry (Figure 3.2) that

(3.32)

can be written as
(3.33)

where the unit normal Nand its orthogonal angular counterpart ON may be written
as

N=

xcos(02 + ¢o)

+ :Qsin(02 + ¢o)

ON = -x sin(82 + ¢o) + ycos(82 + ¢o)
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(3.34)

X

Figure 3.2: Depiction of the geometry associated with the second-order stationary
phase condition.

For backscattering (¢0 = 0) and

(3.35)

Also, for ¢o = 0,

Krs =

2Kocos¢0 N = 2K0 N. To conform to the monostatic

analysis [69], we now set
(3.36)
from which, using (3.34), we have

(3.37)
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Furthermore,
(3.38)
Substituting (3.37)-(3.38) and ¢0 = 0 into (3.30),

-CK1 · K)[K2 · (K1- KoK)]
KVK1 · (K1- 2KoK)
-CK1 · K)[K2 · (2Kl- 2KoK)J
2K2VK1. (-K2)
-[K1 · (K1

+ K2)][K2 · (K1- K2)]

J2K2VK1 . .K2
j(K1 2 + K1K2 cos(Bg1 - Bg)][K1K2 cos(Bg1

jK12K 22[cos(Bg1

+

-

Bg)- K2 2]

2K 2VK1·K2
Bg2 ) 2 -1]

2K2VK1. R2
jK1K2 cos(OK- -OK- )(K1 2
1

-

2

-

K 22)

2K2VK1. R2

-j I.Kl

2
.Kll
jKl. K2(K1 2 - K2 2)
-..!...--;:===±=-+=----7===-____:..
X

2K2VK1 · .K2

2K2VK1 · R2
(3.39)

Using the general "symmetricized" vector identity

(3.40)

in (3.39) the coupling coefficient becomes

(3.41)
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which is identical to (3.31).
Therefore, the bistatic radar cross section equation (3.24) and the electromagnetic coupling coefficient (2.64) have been shown to properly reduce exactly to the
monostatic model when ¢0 = 0 is used in the former.
In this chapter, the time-dependant second-order normal E-field for bistatic
HF radar patch scatter from a time-invariant surface has been extended to the
ocean surface which is random and nonlinear. The second-order bistatic HF radar
cross section of the ocean surface patch scatter has been developed by treating
the Fourier coefficients in the series representing the surface as random variables,
and the newly-derived result has also been verified.
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Chapter 4
Simulation and Interpretation of
Cross Section
One of the chief uses of HF radar is to extract sea surface parameters such as
wind field, wave information and current field from the measured radar cross
section spectrum. Thus, some of the basic properties of the HF radar cross section
resulting from ocean surface patch scatter should be demonstrated. In this chapter,
based on a parametric model for the ocean wave spectrum, the bistatic first- and
second-order radar cross sections are computed and plotted. While it is simple to
simulate the effects of ocean surface currents by adding appropriate Doppler shifts
to the results, this is not done here.

4.1

Simulation Model

The HF radar sea echo Doppler spectrum can be simulated given the ocean wave
spectrum model, radar operating frequency and ocean state parameters [76].
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Any kind of ocean wave spectrum model may be used for the simulation. The
most widely used one consists of the product of a one-dimensional (1-D) magnitude
spectrum S(K) and a directional factor g(Og):

S(K) = S(K, Bg) = S(K)g(Og)

(4.1)

where 0g is the dominant direction of the waves whose wavenumber is K. Here,
the Pierson-Moskowitz nondirectional spectrum [77] is chosen for the 1-D wave
spectrum S(K). It assumes a fully developed wind-driven sea and has the form

S(K)

0.0081

[.

g

4K 4 exp -0.74 (Kuar)

=

2]

(4.2)

in which Uw represents the wind speed 19.5 m above the ocean surface. This
model is only good for a wind-driven sea when wind speed is no more than 20 mjs

[77].
A cardioid directional distribution model proposed by Longuet-Higgins et al.

[78] for g(Og) can be written as

g (K, Og)

=

F(s(K)) cos(2s(K)) [ Og

~ 'Pw]

with Og being the direction of the wave of wave vector

K,

(4.3)

s(K) representing the

spreading parameter, and cpw being the overall mean wind direction responsible
for spectral growth. The factor F is a normalization imposed to make

~~ g (K, Og) dOg= 1
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(4.4)

and is given by
F( 8 (K)) =

where, in general,

8

2(2s(K)-l)r2(8(K) + 1)
7IT(28(K) + 1)

(4.5)

is a function of wavenumber K and may be determined from

[1] as

8(K)
In (4.5),

r

=

1 !9)2.5
11.5 ( Uw y K

(4.6)

is the usual gamma function, while in (4.6) U10 is the wind speed

10 m high over the sea surface. Also, (4.5) holds for K > Kp where Kp is the
peak of a Pierson-Moskowitz shape spectrum and the K here is taken to be that
producing the maximum in equation (1.2).
While, in reality, both

8

and <pw are functions of wavenumber K [79], [80],

as is commonly done for simplicity, both

8

and <pw will be modeled as constant

over wavenumber in the following simulation. Here

8

= 2 is assumed, and then

F = 4/(31!"), so that

(4.7)
Given the above model and using particular values of wind speed and direction, radar frequency, and bistatic angle, equation (3.24) or (3.28) can be used
to compute the second-order bistatic radar cross section normalized to patch area
similar to that in [53]. Furthermore, the first-order bistatic radar cross section
can be computed from (1.2). For this purpose, a typical radial patch width of
l:l.p 8 =2000 m is used here.
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4.2

Bistatic Cross Section Analyses

The bistatic second-order HF radar cross sections for patch scatter are computed
and plotted for different sea state parameters as specified in the following sections,
and the effects of these parameters on the radar cross sections are also analyzed.

4.2.1

The Effects of Wind Speed

Obviously, the wind-driven ocean wave spectrum is a function of wind speed in
(4.2). According to equation (3.24) or (3.28), the radar cross sections are functions
of the wave spectrum. Thus, it is clear that the wind speed will affect the radar
cross section.
Figure 4.1 shows cross section results for an operating frequency of 25 MHz,
wind direction of 180°, an ellipse normal angle of 90°, patch width of 2 km, and a
transmitted pulse width of 13 J-LS. The wind direction is referenced to the x axis.
The bistatic angle is taken to be 30°. The cross sections are plotted on a decibel
scale.
In Figure 4.1, it might be noted that the magnitudes of second-order bistatic

Doppler spectra adjacent to the first-order (Bragg) peaks are very sensitive to
the change of wind speed. This reflects the fact that long ocean waves whose
radar signatures are found in this Doppler region will carry a significant amount
of spectral energy at higher wind speeds. Thus, the second-order Doppler spectra
in this near-Bragg portion are very important in the process of inverting the
cross sections in order to extract ocean surface state parameters such as the nondirectional wave spectrum, wave height and wind speed (see, for example, [16],
[23], [26], [33], [34], [48]).
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Figure 4.1: Bistatic patch scatter Doppler spectra under different wind speeds
with wind direction of 180°. Wind speed is 15 m/s (solid line), 10 m/s (dotted
line), and 5 m/s (dashed line).

The high-Doppler tails don't change significantly with wind speed. This is
because the ocean waves responsible for the scattering associated with this portion
of the Doppler spectrum lie in the saturated region of the Pierson-Moskowitz ocean
wave spectrum where the spectral energy is almost independent of wind speed.
Furthermore, for the same reason, the strengths of the bistatic Bragg peaks for
the 25 MHz operating frequency are also insenstive to the wind speed change.

4.2.2

The Effects of Wind Direction

At HF, the Bragg waves are short enough to respond quickly to changes in the local
wind conditions. The ratio of the intensities of the positive and negative peaks
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is highly sensitive to the wind direction. Taking a monostatic radar system for
example, if the wind is perpendicular to the radar beam direction for a significant
period of time, the Bragg peaks will carry similar amounts of energy. In the
other extreme, the negative/positive Bragg peak will be enhanced when the wind
direction is parallel/ anti parallel to the radar beam direction. The same is true for
bistatic operation provided the reference is taken with respect to the scattering
ellipse normal rather than the radar beam direction. The ratio of the approaching
to receding Bragg energy is indicative of the (ambiguous) wind direction. This
may be considered with reference to the directional distribution of the ocean wave
energy. The distribution first proposed by Longuet-Higgins et al. [78] is expressed
in (4.3).
In keeping with Stewart and Barnum [9] and taking monostatic radar as an
example, a ratio R of the absolute strength of the approaching and receding Bragg
peak energies B+ and B-, respectively, is given by

(4.8)
Although external noise may contaminate B+ and B-, if it can be assumed that
the noise spectral density is flat, there will be no effect on R. When

8

and F are

assumed as constants over wavenumber, (4.3) simplifies to (4.7). Then, as in [9],

R may be written as
R

= 10 log [tan28

(IOwl/2)]

(4.9)

where 8 is a constant spreading factor, and Ow is the angle between the radar beam
direction and the mean wind direction. It should be noted that the logarithm ratio
of the right Bragg peak to the left one has a theoretical limit of infinity, which
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occurs when the wind direction is parallel to the radar beam. In practice, the limit
can be large but not infinite and when R is more than 25 dB, the wind direction
is assumed to be parallel with the radar beam. For a given R, Bw is obviously
given from equation (4.9) as

(4.10)

or
(4.11)
where ()0 is the radar beam direction.

In (4.11), the ± indicates the ambi-

guity in the deduced wind direction. In other words, when wind direction is
()0

+ 2 tan- 1 ( 10RI208 )

or ()0 - 2 tan- 1 ( 10RI208 ), the first-order echo has same char-

acteristics. For illustrative purposes, g(K, Bg) (normalized by F) for an operating
frequency of 7.5 MHz, a wind speed of 11.2 m/s (i.e. s(K) = 2) and a dominant
direction of IPw = 45° is plotted in Figure 4.2. For the radar look direction indicated, the ratio of 0 P to 0 P' would be the ratio of the Bragg peak energies. Of
course, for a monostatic radar, this ratio would be the same for IPw = ()0

+ Bw.

Hence, the usual directional ambiguity exists.
For the bistatic case, directional ambiguity still exists but with respect to the
angle between wind direction and ellipse normal direction. Figure 4.3. gives the
bistatic cross sections under different wind directions with a constant wind speed
of 15 m/s. The normal to the scattering ellipse is 90°, other parameters are same
as those in Figure 4.1. The wind direction, ipw, is measured counterclockwise
from the positive x-axis. It is clear that the relative strength ratio of the Bragg
peaks depends on the wind direction. When the wind is perpendicular to the
55

Radar

Figure 4.2: Wind directional distribution in relation to the radar look direction.
The ratio of 0 P to 0 P' is indicative of the energy ratio of the spectral peaks
associated with the receding to approaching Bragg waves.
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Figure 4.3: Bistatic patch scatter Doppler spectra under different wind directions
with wind speed of 15 mfs. The wind direction is (a) 45°; (b) 900; (c) 135°; (d)
180°; (e) 225°; (f) 270°.

ellipse normal direction, the Bragg peaks are equal and the Doppler spectrum is
symmetric about zero Doppler shift. Otherwise, the negative/positive Bragg peak
will be enhanced when the wind direction is parallel/ antiparallel to the ellipse
normal direction. Also, the antisymmetry that exists when wind direction changes
from <pw to <pw + 180° is obvious.

4.2.3

The Effects of Operating Frequency

While the analysis here is suitable for the entire HF band, different frequencies
are employed for particular purposes. If shorter distance but better resolution are
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Figure 4.4: Bistatic patch scatter Doppler spectra for different operating frequencies with wind direction of oo and wind speed of 15 m/s. The radar frequency is
(a) 25 MHz; (b) 15 MHz; (c) 7.5 MHz.

required, the upper HF band should be used. This is because the propagation
loss of radio waves increases at higher frequencies and radio signal with shorter
wavelength can match shorter ocean waves or targets. When range is the main
consideration, the lower HF band will be suitable, but then resolution is sacrificed.
Thus, the effects of different operating frequencies on cross sections ought to be
considered. Figure 4.4 gives the cross sections under three different operating
frequencies. Other parameters are the same as those in Figure 4.1.
It is seen that the Bragg peaks' strengths don't change significantly when
operating frequency varies. This is because for a 15 m/s wind speed the Bragg
waves essentially lie in the saturated region of the Pierson-Moskowitz ocean wave
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spectrum. However, the positions of the Bragg peaks shift in the Doppler spectrum
as the operating frequency changes. This is obvious from the relationship [53]

!B =

(4.12)

0.102J fo cos cf>o

where the unit of radar frequency fo is MHz. When fo becomes lower, the Bragg
frequency

!B will be smaller, so the Bragg peaks are closer to zero Doppler shift.

For the second-order Doppler spectra, the near-Bragg amplitudes increase
when the operating frequency goes up. This is because radio waves with shorter
wavelengths can detect shorter ocean waves so that more information will be collected by the radar.

4.2.4

The Effects of Bistatic Angle

Clearly, when the geometry of a bistatic radar is established, the bistatic angles
vary as the position of the scattering patch changes (see Figure 2.3). Thus, the
effect of bistatic angle variation on the radar cross section is of interest. Figure 4.5.
shows the cross sections under three different bistatic angles. Other parameters
are the same as those in Figure 4.1.
From equation (4.12), it is known the Bragg Doppler frequency

!B

is related

to the bistatic angle ¢ 0 . Thus, the positions of Bragg peaks shift in the Doppler
spectrum with the bistatic angles. According to equation (4.12), when the bistatic
angle ¢ 0 becomes closer to 90°, the Bragg frequency

f B will be smaller, and the

Bragg peaks are closer to zero Doppler shift.
Meanwhile, the strengths of both first- and second-order Doppler spectra decrease when the bistatic angle is closer to 90°. From (4.12), it is easy to see that
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Figure 4.5: Bistatic patch scatter Doppler spectra for different bistatic angles with
wind direction of oo and wind speed of 15 m/s. The bistatic angle is (a) 0°; (b)
30°; (c) 75°.

the Bragg wave frequency

!B

~

0 as the bistatic angle ¢ 0

~

goo (the scatter

patch lies on the line defined by the transmitter and the receiver positions). The
condition of fB

~

0 means the Bragg wavelength AB

~

oo. The spectral energy

will be small for such a wave, and so will be the resulting Doppler spectrum. Gill
[53] also explains this by showing the hydrodynamic coupling coefficient
as cf>o

~

rH

~

0

goo.

For a bistatic radar whose parameters are the same as those in Figure 4.1, the
corresponding monostatic operation changes the bistatic angle ¢ 0 (30°) into zero
(the receiver is co-located with the transmitter), and look direction fh is taken to
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of bistatic (solid line) patch scatter Doppler spectra with
monostatic (dashed line) result.

be 60°. Thus, the angle Ow between the radar beam direction and the mean wind
direction is 120°. Figure 4.6 shows the bistatic and monostatic results chosen for
comparison. An operating frequency of 25 MHz, wind speed of 15 m/s, and wind
direction of 180°, patch width of 2 km, and transmitted pulse width of 13 p,s are
assumed.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of bistatic patch scatter Doppler spectra (solid line) with
the contribution of the hydrodynamic term only (dashed line).

4.2.5

The Effects of Coupling Coefficient

It has been pointed out that the total coupling coefficient includes the electromagnetic rEP and hydrodynamic r H effects. However' the hydrodynamic contribution
dominates. This can be inferred from Figure 4. 7 in which the combination of the
electromagnetic and hydrodynamic contributions to the cross sections is compared
to the hydrodynamic portion alone. Other radar parameters in Figure 4. 7 are the
same as those in Figure 4.1.
It can also be seen from the figure that the Doppler spectrum produced by
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hydrodynamic nonlinear wave-wave interaction is very smooth and has no singularities, this can be explained from equation (3.7). The possible singularity can
exist only when gK is equal to (w 1 + w2 ) 2 in the denominator of the last term of
(3.7). However, the angular frequency, w(= w1 + w2 ), of the second-order wave is
not related to the corresponding wavenumber, K(';::::j 2K0 cos ¢o), via the linear dispersion relationship, so gK = (w1 +w2 ) 2 cannot be satisfied. However, there is one
singularity on the Doppler spectrum including only the contribution of hydrodynamic coupling coefficient. This singularity comes from the Jacobian term of the
integral transformation in equation (3.28). Gill [55] has shown that the singularity
is at

K1

=

K2

=

(Ko cos ¢o, (}N ), and

wd =

±v'2fs. This means the first-order

waves responsible for the scattering at the singularity point have a wavenumber

K 0 cos ¢ 0 which is half that of the bistatic Bragg wave. Thus, the wavelength A
of the scattering waves is twice that of the Bragg wave As. Because the phase
speed of first-order deep water wave is proportional to
Doppler shift it produces is
a wave vector of

K

=

v'>. (=

~ here), the

v'2Js. Meanwhile, a second-order wave which has

K1 + K2

= (2K0 cos ¢ 0 , (}N ), has a wavelength equal to

As. Since the speed of a second-order wave is

the same wavelength, the second-order wave

v'2 that

of a first-order wave of

K will also produce a Doppler shift

v'2Js. Thus, the v'2!s peak in the Doppler spectrum arises from two first-order
scatters from waves of length 2As and a single scatter from a second-order wave
of length As. For the monostatic radar case (¢0

= 0), a similar result appears in

[76].
From Figure 4. 7, four more singularities can be seen on the complete bistatic
patch scatter Doppler spectrum. These singularities come from the electromagnetic coupling coefficient. From equation (2.64), it is evident that the singularities
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exist when

K1 · (K1 - 2KotS2)

= 0. Using the analysis found in

(55], it can be

shown that the singularities are at
(1 ±sin ¢o)! is
cosc,bo
when K1 = K2, Og1 =

()N- (

2¢o ± rr
4 ), Og2 =

()N

+ (2¢o4±

(4.13)
rr

). For monostatic

operation (¢0 = 0), the number of singularities reduces to two with

!d

=

±2~ (fs)monostatic which can be seen in Figure 4.6. This is the well-known "corner
reflection" condition [76].
In this chapter, the bistatic radar cross sections for patch scatter have been
simulated using the Pierson-Moskowitz model with a cardioid directional distribution for the directional ocean wave height spectrum of a wind-driven sea. Their
properties and dependence on ocean conditions as well as on radar operating parameters have been depicted and analyzed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Summary

In previous theories for deriving radar cross sections, it is assumed that the scale
of the illuminated area is infinite. However, the scale of the illuminated area is on
the order of 1 km for the HF radar. Thus, the effect of the finite illuminated area
(patch scatter) should be considered. In this thesis, the development of a model
for the ocean patch scatter for bistatic radar is documented. It essentially involves
the following steps: (1) finding and simplifying an expression for the second-order
electric field equation for the bistatic reception of vertically polarized radiation
scattered from a time-invariant rough surface derived by Walsh et al. [69]; (2)
applying the solution to the ocean surface whose randomness may be introduced
by treating the Fourier coefficients in the series representing the surface as random
variables; (3) finding the autocorrelation of the total electric field expression (all
relevant orders of scatter); (4) Fourier transforming the result to obtain the power
spectral density; and (5) using the result from step (4) in the radar range equation
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to get the cross section.
In this thesis, the two-dimensional spatial convolution electric field equation
has been solved differently from Gill's method [54], [55], in which the inner convolution was calculated after its gradient. While Gill's approach [53] led to a more
general result than previous investigators, it precluded the possibility of comparing the newly-derived bistatic patch-scatter cross sections with the monostatic
counterpart already developed using the same theory [69]. Here, the inner convolution is calculated before its gradient. A bistatic HF radar cross section for patch
scatter has been established but the electromagnetic coefficient is different from
Gill's result [54], [55]. This difference comes from the different order of treating a
gradient and convolution in the relevant electric field equation. The result allows
direct comparison with existing monostatic models when the relevant geometry is
introduced.
In developing the cross section, a pulsed dipole source is introduced into the
second-order electric field equation. With small surface slope, small height and
a vertical dipole source, a solution for the field equation is approximated via the
stationary phase method. To make application to the ocean, a time-varying surface
is introduced via a three-dimensional Fourier series with two spatial variables
and one temporal variable. The Fourier transformation of the auto-correlations
of the resulting fields gives the appropriate power spectral densities which are
subsequently used in the bistatic radar range equation to produce the cross section.
The newly developed bistatic HF radar cross section for patch scatter has been
verified in two ways: (1) the complete form of the bistatic HF radar cross section is
shown to reduce to the proper monostatic models when the appropriate geometry
for backscatter is introduced; (2) the electromagnetic coupling coefficient for the
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bistatic case is seen to incorporate its monostatic counterpart.
Finally, the cross section model is also depicted and discussed based on simulation. The Pierson-Moskowitz non-directional ocean wave spectrum model with
a cardioid directional distribution is used for the simulation. Some of the basic
properties of the HF radar cross section spectrum resulting from ocean surface
patch scatter have been demonstrated.

5.2

Future work

While, in fact, measured sea echo Doppler spectra are always contaminated to
some extent by noise, this consideration is outside the scope of the work presented
here. Future research should address this issue. Moreover, methods for extracting
the sea surface state parameters already in existence and those currently being derived should be addressed using the new cross section. Simulated non-directional
wave spectrum inversion results presented by Zhang et al. [81], [82] are encouraging and could be reanalyzed using the models developed in this thesis. Algorithms
for the extraction of the ocean surface currents from the bistatic radar cross section
are worthy of being studied. Future work is planned for field data to be obtained
from the bistatic operation of radars on the Canadian East Coast. Additional
research work should also include ionospheric effects on ocean patch scatter.
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Appendix A
Method of Stationary Phase
Consider the complex integral

(A.l)
where Z is a large positive real number and g(a) and F(a) are complex functions
of the complex variable a. F(a) is a slowly varying function of a.
The method of stationary phase is usually used when the integral is expressed
in the form of (A.l). The stationary phase point a= a 8 is given by

a

(A.2)

8a (g(a)) = 0
The integral is then evaluated to give
1

'=:::!.
-

1/2

F(a

)eJZg(as)+i'Y±j(7r/4) [
8

]
21r
lg"(as)l Z

(A.3)

where " is the second-order derivative operator, and the constant 'Y is chosen such
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that

is real and positive (negative) for the upper (lower) sign in the exponent. Thus,
if g" > 0, 'Y = 0 and

+Ji7r must be used, and if g" < 0, 'Y = 0 and

-ji7r must be

used.
For a two-dimensional integral,

I=

II

F(a, (3)efZg(a,f3)dadf3

(A.4)

the stationary phase point a= a 8 , f3 = f3s are given by
8g =0
8a
8g =0
8(3

Then
I

rv

!
2

(27r) F(a
z

8,

f3s)eiZg(as,f3s)+j1fSig(gaf3(CIIs,f3s))

vi

(A.5)

(A.6)

det(gaf3(as, f3s))l

where Sig(gaf3(a 8 , f3s)) =(number of positive eigenvalues)-(number of negative
eigenvalues), and det(·) means the determinant operator.
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Appendix B
Radar Range Equation
The radar range equation provides an estimate of the received power spectral density from a particular target. The standard radar range equation for backscatter
can be described as follows:

(B.l)

where

Ao =The radar wavelength
Pt =Transmitted pulse (peak) power

Pr(wd) =Received power spectrum
Gt = Transmitting antenna gain

Gr = Receiving antenna gain
F(p) = Rough spherical earth attenuation function
p = Range from the radar to the target

a(wd) =Radar cross section as a function of Doppler frequency
wd = Doppler frequency
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For bistatic radar, (B.l) should be modified as

(B.2)
where most of the terms have the same meaning as those in (B.l) except
p1 = Range from the radar transmitter to the target

p2 = Range from the radar receiver to the target
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Appendix C
C++ Code for Simulation of
Patch Scatter Cross Section
!**************************************************************

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

BistaticPatchDOPPLER.cpp -- Simulate
the patch scatter Doppler spectrum.

simple integral with resolution of 0.025WB

Author: Weimin Huang

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*************************************************************!
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define

PI

3.1415926535

#define

C

300000000

#define

g

9.8

//velocity of light

!**************************************************************

*
*

parameters notation

*
*

* Vp---input the wind velocity(m/s) 19.5m over the sea surface*
* fO---Radar operating frequency(MHz)

*

* KO---radio wavenumber

*

* K1---the first ocean wavenumber

*

* K2---the second ocean wavenumber

*

* Wd---Doppler frequency

*

* WB---Bragg Doppler frequency

*

* Q----Wind directon(degree)

*

* QN---direction of normal vector to the scattering ellipse

*

* QO---half of the bistatic angle

*

* Q1---the first ocean wave direction

*

* Q2---the second ocean wave direction

*

* s----spread factor

*

* ************************************************************!
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char fname[15];//filename for saving final results
FILE *fd;

double Vp,KO,K1,K2,K,Wd,WB,f0,Q,QN,QO,Reso,cosQ2,K1p;
double A=4/(3*PI),s=4;
double h,p,DopVal[241] ,First0rder[241] ,DV,Val;
int N,i,l,m,n=O;

void dif(double LowLimit,double UpLimit,int ml,int m2)

{
double Beta,Jd,Q1,Q2,Sigma,Sigma2,K_sqrt;
double fK_sqrt,fK_sqrtP,Gamma_E1,Gamma_E2,Gamma_ER,Gamma_EI;
double Gamma_E1R,Gamma_E1I,Gamma_H,Gamma_P;
int n3;
//initialize the integral value

Sigma2=0.0;
n3=m1*m2;

if(Wd>sqrt(2)*WB) Beta=acos(2*(WB/Wd)*(WB/Wd));
else Beta=O;
h=O.S*PI/180;

//integral step length of Theta=0.5 degree

Ql=LowLimit;//lower limit for integral

do

{
Sigma=O.O;

//initialize the integral value
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!**************************************************************

*

*
*

Newton's method for calculating ocean wavenumber Ki
for given Wd,Qi

*

*
*

*

*

**************************************************************!
K_sqrt=0.00000001;// initial guess of K_sqrt=sqrt(Ki)
do
{

if(K_sqrt<O) K_sqrt=-K_sqrt;
else K_sqrt=K_sqrt;
fK_sqrt=Wd+sqrt(g)*(mi*K_sqrt
+m2*pow((pow(K_sqrt,4)+pow(2*KO*cos(Q0),2)
-4*K_sqrt*K_sqrt*KO*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN)),0.25));

II ***fK_sqrt=Wd+m1*sqrt(g*K1)+m2*sqrt(g*K2)***
fK_sqrtP=sqrt(g)*(m1+m2*K_sqrt
*(K_sqrt*K_sqrt-2*KO*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN))
*pow((pow(K_sqrt,4)+pow(2*KO*cos(Q0),2)
-4*K_sqrt*K_sqrt*KO*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN)),-0.75));

II ***fK_sqrtP=derivative of fK_sqrt about K_sqrt***
K_sqrt=K_sqrt-fK_sqrt/fK_sqrtP; //new value of K_sqrt
} while(fabs(fK_sqrt)>=O.OOOOOOi);
Ki=K_sqrt*K_sqrt; //first ocean wavenumber
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!***************************************************************

*
*
*

Calculate K2, Q2 according to K1,Q1

*
*
*

***************************************************************!
K2=pow((K1*K1+4*KO*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO)
-4*KO*K1*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN)),0.5);//second ocean wavenumber
cosQ2=(4*KO*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO)
+K2*K2-K1*K1)/(4*KO*K2*cos(QO));
if(fabs(cosQ2)<0.005) cosQ2=0;
else if(cosQ2>1.0) cosQ2=1;
else if(cosQ2<-1.0) cosQ2=-1;
else cosQ2=cosQ2;

if((QN-PI)<=Q1&&Q1<=(QN-Beta)) Q2=QN+acos(cosQ2);
else Q2=QN-acos(cosQ2);
!***************************************************************

*
*
*

Calculate Gamma_P,Jacobian,integral

*
*
*

***************************************************************!
Gamma_E1=K1*cos(Q1-QN+QO)*(K2*K1*cos(Q1-Q2)
-K2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+QO))/sqrt(fabs(K1*K1
-K1*2*KO*cos(Q1-QN+Q0)))/(2*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO));

II ***Electromagnetic coupling coefficient Gamma_E(K1,K2)***
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if (K1*K1-K1*2*KO*cos (Q1-QN+QO) >0. 0)
{Gamma_E1R=-Gamma_E1;Gamma_E1I=O.O;}
else{Gamma_E1I=Gamma_E1;Gamma_E1R=O.O;}
Gamma_E2=K2*cos(Q2-QN+QO)*(K1*K2*cos(Q2-Q1)
-K1*KO*cos(Q1-QN+QO))/sqrt(fabs(K2*K2
-K2*2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+Q0)))/(2*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO));

II ***Electromagnetic coupling coefficient Gamma_E(K1,K2)***
if(K2*K2-K2*2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+QO)>O.O)
{Gamma_ER=Gamma_E1R-Gamma_E2;Gamma_EI=Gamma_E1I+O.O;}
else{Gamma_EI=Gamma_E1I+Gamma_E2;Gamma_ER=Gamma_E1R;}
Gamma_H=0.5*(K1+K2+n3*sqrt(K1*K2)*(1-cos(Q1-Q2))*(g*2
*KO*cos(QO)+(Wd)*(Wd))/(g*2*KO*cos(QO)-(Wd)*(Wd)));

I* Gamma_P=pow(Gamma_H,2); //for only hydrodynamic *I
Gamma_P=pow(Gamma_H+0.5*Gamma_ER,2)+pow(0.5*Gamma_EI,2);

II ***square of the patch scatter coupling coefficicent***
Jd=sqrt(g)*(1+n3*(pow(K1,1.5)-2*sqrt(K1)*KO*cos(QO)
*cos(Q1-QN))*pow(K1*K1+4*KO*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO)
-4*K1*KO*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN),-0.75)); //Jacobian term
Jd=fabs(Jd);
if(Jd>=0.001)Jd=pow(K1,1.5)*pow(Jd,-1);
else Jd=1000000000000000;
Sigma+=128*PI*PI*pow(K0,4)*pow(cos(Q0),4.0)*Gamma_P*Jd
*0.002025*A*pow(K1,-4)*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K1,-2)
*pow(Vp,-4))*pow(cos(((1-m1)/2*PI+Q1-Q)/2.0),s)
*0.002025*A*pow(K2,-4)*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K2,-2)
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*pow(Vp,-4))*pow(cos(((1-m2)12*PI+Q2-Q)I2.0),s);

I**************************************************************

*
*
*

Calculate the contribution of K1>K2

*
*
*

**************************************************************I
K1p=K1;
K1=K2;
K2=K1p;
K1p=Q1;
Q1=2*QN-Q2;
Q2=2*QN-K1p;
if(m1==m2) {m1=m1;m2=m2;}
else

{m1=-m1;m2=-m2;}

Gamma_E1=K1*cos(Q1~QN+QO)*(K2*K1*cos(Q1-Q2)

-K2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+QO))Isqrt(fabs(K1*K1
-K1*2*KO*cos(Q1-QN+QO)))I(2*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO));

II ***Electromagnetic coupling coefficient Gamma_E(K1,K2)***
if(K1*K1-K1*2*KO*cos(Q1-QN+QO)>O.O)
{Gamma_E1R=-Gamma_E1;Gamma_E1I=O.O;}
else{Gamma_E1I=Gamma_E1;Gamma_E1R=O.O;}
Gamma_E2=K2*cos(Q2-QN+QO)*(K1*K2*cos(Q2-Q1)
-K1*KO*cos(Q1-QN+QO))Isqrt(fabs(K2*K2
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-K2*2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+Q0)))/(2*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO));

II ***Electromagnetic coupling coefficient Gamma_E(K1,K2)***
if(K2*K2-K2*2*KO*cos(Q2-QN+QO)>O.O)
{Gamma_ER=Gamma_E1R-Gamma_E2;Gamma_EI=Gamma_E1I+O.O;}
else{Gamma_EI=Gamma_E1I+Gamma_E2;Gamma_ER=Gamma_E1R;}
Gamma_H=0.5*(K1+K2+n3*sqrt(K1*K2)*(1-cos(Q1-Q2))*(g*2
*KO*cos(QO)+(Wd)*(Wd))/(g*2*KO*cos(QO)-(Wd)*(Wd)));
Gamma_P=pow(Gamma_H,2); //for only hydrodynamic***

II ***Gamma_P=pow(Gamma_H+0.5*Gamma_ER,2)+pow(0.5*Gamma_EI,2);
Jd=sqrt(g)*(1+n3*(pow(K1,1.5)-2*sqrt(K1)*KO*cos(QO)
*cos(Q1-QN))*pow(K1*K1+4*KO*KO*cos(QO)*cos(QO)
-4*K1*KO*cos(QO)*cos(Q1-QN),-0.75));
Jd=fabs(Jd);
if(Jd!=O)Jd=pow(Kl,l.S)*pow(Jd,-1);
else Jd=O;
Sigma+=128*PI*PI*pow(K0,4)*pow(cos(Q0),4.0)*Gamma_P*Jd
*0.002025*A*pow(K1,-4)*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K1,-2)
*pow(Vp,-4))*pow(cos(((1-m1)/2*PI+Q1-Q)/2.0),s)
*0.002025*A*pow(K2,-4)*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K2,-2)
*pow(Vp,-4))*pow(cos(((1-m2)/2*PI+Q2-Q)/2.0),s);

Ql=Klp; //return the values for next integral
if(m1==m2) {m1=m1;m2=m2;}
else

{m1=-m1;m2=-m2;}
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Sigma=Sigma*h;
Sigma2+=Sigma; //sum the integral
Q1=Q1+h;
} while(Ql<=UpLimit);
DopVal[n]+=Sigma2; //array for storing the final integral
}

void ModualDoppler()
{

printf( 11 input data filename(*.dpl)--> 11 ) ; //input the

II ***filename for saving the final results***
scanf( 11 %s 11 ,&fname);printf( 11 \n 11 ) ;
if ( (fd=fopen(fname, 11 wb") )==NULL)
{

printf("cannot open\n");
exit(1);
}

II ***input the radar operating frequency(MHz)***
printf( 11 radar frequency fO(MHz)=

");

scanf("%lf",&fO);printf( 11 \n");

II ***input the wind velocity(m/s)***
printf("wind speed V19.5(m/s)=

11 ) ;

scanf("%lf",&Vp);printf("\n 11 ) ;

II ***input the wind directon(degree)***
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printf("wind directin Q(degree)=

");

scanf("%lf" ,&Q) ;printf("\n 11 ) ;
Q=Q*PI/180.0;

II

***input the normal directon(degree)***

printf("normal vector angle QN(degree)=

");

scanf("%lf",&QN);printf("\n");
QN=QN*PI/180.0;

II

***input the bistatic angle (degree)***

printf("bistatic angle QO(degree)=

");

scanf("%lf",&QO);printf("\n");

II

***input the resolution (m)***

printf("range resolution P(m)=

");

scanf("%lf",&Reso);printf("\n");
QO=QO*PII180.0;
K0=2*PI*f0/300;

//radio wavenumber

WB=sqrt(2*g*KO*cos(QO)); //Bragg radial frequency
I**************************************************************

*
*
*

Calculate the second-order cross section

*
*
*

**************************************************************I

II
II

***calculating Doppler spectra by Doppler frequency***
***for -3WB<Wd<-WB with step of 0.025WB***

for(N=O;N<80;N++)
{
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Wd=(-3.0+0.025*N)*WB;
DopVal[N]=O.O;
if(Wd+sqrt(2.0)*WB>O)II for Wd>=-sqrt(2)*WB
{
if(N==64) Wd=-sqrt(2)*WB;//singularity at Wd=-sqrt(2)*WB
else;

if(fabs(Wd+pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)Icos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;

dif(QN-PI,QN,1,1);
dif(QN,QN+PI,1,1);
}
else II for Wd<-sqrt(2)*WB
{
if(fabs(Wd+pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)1cos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;

if(fabs(Wd+pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1+sin(Q0),0.5)
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lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1+sin(Q0),0.5)1cos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;
dif(QN-PI,QN-acos(2*(WBIWd)*(WBIWd)),1,1);
dif(QN+acos(2*(WBIWd)*(WBIWd)),QN+PI,1,1);
}
n++;
}
n++;

II ***calculating Doppler spectra for -WB<Wd<O ***
for(N=81;N<120;N++)
{
Wd=(-3+0.025*N)*WB;
DopVal[N]=O.O;
if(fabs(Wd+pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)Icos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;
dif(QN-PI,QN,-1,1);
dif(QN,QN+PI,-1,1);
n++;
}
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if(N==120)11 Wd=O
{
Wd=(-3+0.025*N)*WB;
DopVal[N]=O.O;
dif(QN-0.5*PI,QN+0.5*PI,-1,1);
n++;
}
else;
N++;

II ***calculating Doppler spectra for O<Wd<WB ***
for(N=121;N<160;N++)
{
Wd=(-3+0.025*N)*WB;
DopVal[N]=O.O;
if(fabs(Wd-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)Icos(QO))*WB;

II ***Singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;
dif(QN-PI,QN,1,-1);11 non-singularity but -O<Wd<WB
dif(QN,QN+PI,1,-1);
n++;
}
n++;
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II ***calculating Doppler spectra for WB<Wd<3WB ***
for(N=161;N<=240;N++)
{
Wd=(-3+0.025*N)*WB;
DopVal[N]=O.O;
if(Wd-sqrt(2.0)*WB<O)II for Wd<=sqrt(2)*WB

{
if(N==176) Wd=sqrt(2)*WB;II singularity at Wd=sqrt(2)*WB
else;

if(fabs(Wd-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)1cos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;

dif(QN-PI,QN,-1,-1);
dif(QN,QN+PI,-1,-1);
}
else II for Wd>sqrt(2)*WB
{

if(fabs(Wd-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)
lcos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
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Wd=pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1-sin(Q0),0.5)/cos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;

if(fabs(Wd-pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1+sin(Q0),0.5)
/cos(QO))*WB)<=0.0125*WB)
Wd=pow(2,0.75)*sqrt(pow(1+sin(Q0),0.5)/cos(QO))*WB;

II ***singularity from E coupling coefficient***
else;
dif(QN-PI,QN-acos(2*(WB/Wd)*(WB/Wd)),-1,-1);
dif(QN+acos(2*(WB/Wd)*(WB/Wd)),QN+PI,-1,-1);
}

n++;
}

!**************************************************************

*
*
*

Calculate the first-order cross section

*
*
*

**************************************************************!
for(N=O;N<=240;N++) //calculate first-order
{

FirstOrder[N]=O;
for(l=O;l<10;1++)//find the max among ten data
{
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if(N>120) m=-1;
else m=1;
K=pow((-3+0.0025*(N*10+l))*WB,2)/g;
if(N==SOI IN==160) //for sin(x)/x when x=O
Val=pow(2,4)*PI*pow(K0,2)
*0.00405*A*pow(K,-4)
*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K,-2)*pow(Vp,-4))
*pow(cos(((1-m)/2*PI+QN-Q)/2.0),s)
*pow(K,2.5)*cos(QO)/sqrt(g)*Reso
*pow(cos(Reso/2*(K/cos(Q0)-2*K0)),2);
else
Val=pow(2,4)*PI*pow(K0,2)
*0.00405*A*pow(K,-4)
*exp(-0.74*g*g*pow(K,-2)*pow(Vp,-4))
*pow(cos(((1-m)/2*PI+QN-Q)/2.0),s)
*pow(K,2.5)*cos(QO)/sqrt(g)*Reso
*pow(sin(Reso/2*(K/cos(Q0)-2*KO))
/(Reso/2*(K/cos(Q0)-2*K0)),2);
if(Val>=FirstOrder[N]) FirstOrder[N]=Val;
else;
}
}
DopVal[120]=(DopVal[119]+DopVal[121])/2;
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I**************************************************************

*
*
*

Sum the first- and second-order and normalize

*
*
*

11************************************************************1
II ***normalize Doppler spectra to -90dB---OdB ***
for(N=O;N<=240;N++)
{

DopVal[N]=DopVal[N]+FirstOrder[N];
if(DopVal[N]<=O.OOOOOO)
DopVal[N]=-90.0;
else
DopVal[N]=10*log10(DopVal[N]);
if(DopVal[N]<-90.0)
DopVal[N]=-90.0;
else if(DopVal[N]>5.000000)
{

if(N!=80&&N!=160)
{

DopVal[N]=DopVal[N-1]+15;
if(DopVal[N]-DopVal[N-2]==30.000000)
{

DopVal[N]=DopVal[N]-15;
}
}
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else;

}

else;
printf (i'%d, %e\n" ,N ,DopVal [N]);
}

printf("You got 241 Doppler values successfully\n");

//write final results to filename
if(fwrite(DopVal,sizeof(double)*241,1,fd)!=1)
printf("cannot write\n");
}

main()
{

ModualDoppler();
}
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